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FIRE + ICE
Add warmth to a cool  

diamond with red, pink, or  
yellow stones. A few  

guidelines to go by: Regal  
rubies are durable yet often 

pricey since high-quality 
specimens are rare. Pretty 

pink tourmalines are less  
expensive but typically have 

more visible flaws. And  
if you love yellow, look for  

diamonds or sapphires  
in the hue—both are strong 

enough for daily wear. 
1. Coast ruby and diamond band, 

coastdiamond.com.* 

2. Croghan’s Jewel Box ruby  
and diamond band, $3,700,  

croghansjewelbox.com. 

3. Uneek Fine Jewelry “Natural  
Collection” pink diamond ring,  

uneekjewelry.com.  

4. Stephen Russell diamond and  
ruby ring, stephenrussell.com.  

5. Anna Sheffield “Theda”  
pink tourmaline ring, $5,000,  

annasheffield.com.  

6. McTeigue & McClelland “Flora  
Buttercup” ring with maroon  

sapphire, mc2jewels.com.  

7. Mark Patterson diamond  
ring with fancy-intense yellow  

diamond band, $4,800 (setting  
only), markpatterson.com.  

8. Gemlok yellow diamond  
band, gemlok.com.

9. David Yurman “DY Capri”  
yellow sapphire and diamond  

ring, davidyurman.com.

  10. Suzanne Kalan gold diamond- 
slice ring with diamond baguettes,  

$3,600, suzannekalan.com.

*All prices upon request  
except where noted.

1. Forevermark by H.J. Namdar “The  
Center of My Universe” radiant-cut  
yellow diamond ring with round  
brilliant diamonds, forevermark.com. 

2. Harry Kotlar “Arabesque Collection” 
three-row band with intense yellow  
diamond center, $8,330, harrykotlar.com. 

3. Graff cushion-cut, fancy-vivid  
yellow diamond ring with white  
diamond shoulders, price upon  
request, graffdiamonds.com.  

P H OTOG RA P H S  BY  KENJ I  TO MA  
T E X T  BY  B R O O K E  P O R T E R  K AT Z

Diamonds shine bright on their own, but they take on a whole new sparkle— 
and personality—when coupled up with colored gems. From rich rubies to 

stunning sapphires and mesmerizing alexandrites, these engagement rings and 
wedding bands will inspire you to follow the rainbow. 
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Colored diamonds—like 
these yellow ones— 

are called fancy because  
they fall outside the  

normal range of shades. 
They vary in saturation, 
with vivid and intense  

being the most  
sought after. 

DRAMATIC
DUOS


